JJS is a highly experienced EMS provider with a difference. With facilities in the UK and the Czech Republic, JJS Manufacturing offers a broad range of expertise to take customers from prototypes through to assembly, test and outbound logistics.

In addition to providing traditional EMS services such as PCB Assembly, JJS has a proven track record of delivering electrical, electro-mechanical and precision mechanical contract manufacturing services. Supporting these manufacturing capabilities services our extensive supply chain management expertise means that JJS customers can take advantage of robust, Europe-wide material procurement, inventory management, component sourcing, verification and test services.
With dual facilities in the UK and Czech Republic JJS offers its customers ‘the best of both worlds.’ Established in 1983, the JJS UK facility has a proven track record delivering prototype and pre-production units, through to demand-driven logistics and medium volume electronics manufacturing. In addition to design for test, design for manufacture, PCB assembly, box build assembly, mechanical assembly and full system assembly capabilities, the highly experienced team includes on-site material procurement, inventory management, component engineering expertise plus board and system level test capabilities.

In many ways mirroring the UK operation, the JJS Czech facility offers reduced assembly rates, central European material sourcing and an agile resource to respond flexibly to customer demand and deliver tested product direct to our customers’ customers. Ideally placed 15km from the German border and with its own engineering, quality and customer service capabilities, the Czech facility is resourced to provide a central/Eastern European (CEE) manufacturing platform for companies wishing to outsource their assembly operations to the region.